
A frightening new movement has been occurring in the en-
vironmental student body, Satanic worship. Not your run of 
the mill teenage experimentation, but full blown animal sacri-
ficing. (Let’s hope it stays that way too)  Small bits of charred 
bones and a few discolored “rust” spots have been found in 
the civil/environmental learning center. That alone raises sus-
picion but the real give away was finding an inverted penta-
gram in the men’s room. This isn’t some pagan gone rouge 
summoning. It’s amateur hour: the circle isn’t closed, the star 
isn’t closed, and all the points are unbalanced. 

This new shift for the environmental students could only have 
come from the long line of environmental disasters. The BP oil 
spill, the continent of plastic garbage, and the Fukushima nu-
clear disaster. Each blow to the ecosystem straining the tofu 
eating tree hugging students more and more. A few have 
even made large claims of reclaiming the environment. One 
Joe Diffy, also known “Dirty Joe”, has revealed the master 
plan.  

“It’s really all about saving the earth from humanity. We’ve 
tried too long to fix the system from within. Big business and 
oil have compromised every effort to fix the untold damage 
we have inflicted on the planet. There’s a fucking continent 
of PLASTIC floating in the Pacific Ocean.” At this point our 
interview got tense. He started foaming at the mouth and 
working his fingers but continued his tirade full steam ahead.
 

“Just think of all the suffering! Animal testing. Barbaric! But 
we’re going to set it all right. You see we’ve made some 
new ‘professional contacts’ that used to work for the other 
side. With our new backing not only will we be able to en-
force reform but we can go even further. The world could 
be entirely free of human’s pollution  and greed! It’s the final 
solution! You’ll all see when it come around.” 
 

He wouldn’t reveal anything more than vague threats and a 
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Begin challenging your own assumptions. Your assumptions are your windows on the world. Scrub 
them off every once in a while, or the light won’t come in.
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Students received a bit of a shock this morning when the temperature began 
to dip into the subzero region.  However this shock was mitigated and re-
placed with the realization that all 1000 women on campus were protesting 
the abuse of AXE body spray. 

With brightly colored signs decrying the overly fragrant spray and chanting 
such slogans as “hey, hey, ho, ho that skunk spray has got to go!”   The scene 
was complete chaos this morning as campus security and police forces from 
Calumet, Lake Linden, Dollar Bay, Chassell, South Range and Painesdale were 
called in to provide assistance in controlling the female population of Michi-
gan Technological University.  With the extra three peace officers the situation 
returned to a being a peaceful, if somewhat confusing, protest.

Fifth year environmental engineer Paige Wachoski-Smith-Herald-Turner was at 
the head of the protest.  When asked for a statement she exclaimed “have 
you walked into a classroom lately?  I used to like the smell of it because it 
reminded me of teenage boys and my first few years here at tech, but now?  
Ye gods, it’s like the freshmen have given up bathing all together and have 
just started to drench themselves with that crap every day”.  Ms. Wachos-
ki-Smith-Herald-Turner continued “and don’t even get me started about all 
those chemicals and when the guys finally do shower, it could be consid-
ered toxic run off, hell, I wouldn’t be surprised if someone died from using 
the stuff”

A postdoctoral researcher in the Chemical Engineering department offered 
“These women are completely correct in protesting the body spray” he con-
tinued “the solvents that are used in the delivery system can be quite toxic, 
causing irregular heartbeats and even death.”  The researcher was referring 
to the unfortunate case in 2008 where a 12 year old boy was overzealous 
in his application of an equivalent brand, fell unconscious and unfortunately 
died from heart complications.

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like fragrances!

see Gobble Gobble on back

JOIN THE ORPHEUM EMAIL LIST: SEND “SUBSCRIBE” TO 
THEORPHEUMTHEATER@GMAIL.COM • (906)482-5100 

OLD TIMEY TUNES WITH THE 
DEAD PIGEONS

SAT, JAN 18
8PM

Americana, Bluegrass, Folk and 
Porch Music featuring beautiful 
harmonies, fiddle, banjo, drums 
and great songwriting!

FOLK DUO COMMUNIST 
DAUGHTER WSG MIKE LABEAU!

THU, JAN 16
8PM

One of  Paste Magazine’s 2013 
list of  “12 Minnesota Bands You 
Should Listen to Now” in their 
Duo Format, for the first time at 
the Orpheum! With Mike Labeau 
of  Raven Congress opening!

FRI, JAN 31
8PM

GORAN IVANOVICH SOLO JAZZ, 
BALKAN FOLK &
CLASSICAL GUITAR

SAT, JAN 25
8PM

Goran performed at the Orpheum 
with the AKGI Guitar Duo last year 
and blew us all away! Come see 
Goran Solo & see the Duo in April!

NORTHERN STANDARD TIME JAZZ 
MIKE IRISH & MIKE CHRISTIANSEN

Jazz improv that covers 
everything from early New Orleans 
jazz to all things contemporary 
with many stops in between!

SAT, FEB 1
8PM

STEREO TIGER           
Great Folk Rock and Alt Rock from 
Houghton based Stereo Tiger! 
Featuring Wynter Bethel, Aaron 
Posega and more! Celebrate the 
release of  their first recording 
“Big City Lights”

STEVE JONES & THE GARDEN 
CITY HOT CLUB!!

FRI, FEB 7
8PM

Gypsy Jazz, Swing, & Standards 
from Steve, Bob, Scott & the crew! 
Don’t forget your dancing shoes, 
cuz you’re gonna need ‘em!

KEWEENAW BREWGRASS 
WINTER CARNIVAL

THU FEB 6
8PM

Copper Country Bluegrass 
Favorites Keweenaw Brewgrass 
are back at the orpheum for 
another craft brew fueled amazing 
show!

"Anyone looking for what the 
combination of  country music in 
overdrive, bluegrassy hot picking, 
and fun on stage with performers 
can be like, they need to look no 
fur ther than Chasin' Steel.” - John McEuen, Nitty Gritty Dir ty Band

SAT, FEB 15
8PM

UP BLUEGRASS LEGENDS 
CHASIN’ STEEL

Roots Music at it's finest! High 
energy mix of  bluegrass, rock & 
folk with a shot of  Irish whiskey! 
Ann Arbor to the U.P. in Feb?? 
Come welcome them warmly!

SAT, FEB 21
8PM

DRAGON WAGON BLUEGRASS!

Americana and Folk at its finest 
from Earthworks Music!

SAT, MAR 8
8PM

LINDSAY LOU & THE 
FLATBELLIES
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One undeclared sophomore who wished to remain anonymous offered us her 
story “I used to have this crush on this really cute computer science guy, we 
had math together and it was really cool and nice.  I mean, he was really socially 
awkward, and he could barely look me in the shoes, but that was all part of his 
charm” she remembers “but then his stupid roommate turned him onto that stuff 
and before I knew it he reeked and I would get the worst headaches just from 
sitting next to him.”  

She took a few minutes to compose herself and continued “it got so bad that 
my grades began to suffer, I didn’t want to hurt the kid, so I just moved across 
the room and whenever he followed me I had to move again.  It got to the point 
where I would show up to class 5 minutes late just so I wouldn’t have to see him 
and I could sit as far away from him as possible”

Fortunately this epidemic can be easily avoided by simply keeping a regular 
hygiene schedule.  One counselor offered “it’s a growing problem that we are 
seeing, too many of these young men are experiencing freedom for the first time 
and they just go overboard” he continued “most of them grow out of it when 
they realize that their attempts to attract a mate are failing horribly due to their 
own self-inflicted stench, but some don’t, and I feel bad for the women that 
need to deal with them.”
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Repost IRL: If you don’t talk to them, who 
will?

menacing stare. This new threat will take some time and training. An 
unusual amount of environmental engineers and forestry students have 
started taking intro to art and there aren’t any white candles or stray 
cats to be found anywhere in the greater Houghton area. The icing 
on these disturbing trend is the twenty percent increase in adoptions 
from the Copper Country Humane Society 
 

Tech has attempted to ban sacrifices on campus in the past to devas-
tating effects. The amount of students relying on the dark lord to pass 
exams could reduce Tech’s graduation rate by sixty percent. So the 
ongoing rise of his dark majesty will remain unchecked until someone 
discovers a compromise. 
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